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European Geosciences UnionGEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS (GIFT) WORKSHOPAustria Center Vienna16-18 April 2007Geosciences in the CityDear Teacher,Welcome to the fifth EGU GIFT Workshop!70 teachers from 21 countries will attend this 2 and a half day workshop. We particularlywelcome teachers from Bulgaria, a new European nation since January 1st, 2007, and teachersfrom China, all of whom are present for the first time!The general theme of the 2006 GIFT workshop is ”Geosciences in the City” – one of thethemes of the coming International Year of Planet Earth, a program sustained by UNESCOand different Scientific Institutions throughout the world.In 1950 30% of the world’s population lived in cities. In 2000 it was 47% and this increasingtrend still continues: in 2007 more than half of the world’s population will live in cities.Urban settings are exposed to pollution created by human activities, such as power plants(emission of CO2, CO, NO SO2, soot), traffic (CO2, CO, SOx, hydrocarbons, noise..;),industrial plants and water waste and runoff. While the impact of anthropogenic factors arecontinuous and  usually easily understood by the general public, it is not always obvious howgeological and natural factors influence our daily life because of their somewhatunpredictable nature (hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions…).The purpose of the GIFT-2007 workshop is to illustrate how all these different factors interactand to make teachers and their students and, through them, the general public aware of thecomplexity of the environmental problems in urban areas.Towns such as Rome and Istanbul, because of their long history, geographic/geologicallocation and high concentration of inhabitants, represent areas where exposure andvulnerability to natural hazards are disproportionately high, and will be a main target for theGIFT workshop. In the first part of the workshop, the geological and natural setting of thesetowns will be discussed, together with the impact of natural hazards on modern cities. In thesecond part of GIFT-2007 we’ll discuss atmospheric pollution linked to high populationdensity and other natural and anthropogenic factors, and the approaches that urban authoritiesuse to mitigate them.Information and activities that teachers can use in their classrooms to make their studentsaware of these problems and to stimulate reduction of energy consumption to a minimum, willalso be an important aspect of GIFT-2007.



As for the preceding GIFT, presentations will be given by leading scientists present at theGeneral Assembly of EGU. We have also scheduled presentations by teachers to their fellowteachers, following the success of this element in the previous years. Please, don’t be shy, ifyou have something to tell your fellow teachers do it! If you have come to Vienna with a lastminute, unscheduled presentation, do not hesitate: tell us about it and we’ll try to find a wayto discuss it!.And, please, let us know how you are using the material and ideas from GIFT in your classes:this will be our reward for preparing the workshop! (The list of the members of theCommittee on Education and their e-mail addresses is included in this brochure).Finally, the Committee on Education of EGU is already preparing GIFT-2008. The Generaltheme will most probably be “The Carbon Cycle”. Please advertise this workshop among yourfellow teachers in your country, to make it as widely known as possible!Carlo LajOn behalf of the Committee on Education of EGU



AcknowledgementsThe GIFT-2006 workshop has been organized by the Committee on Educationof the European Geosciences Union. EGU has supported the major share of theexpenses, but the workshop has also benefited of the generous help of:The Direction des Sciences de la Matière of the“Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique” (CEA), in FranceThe American Geophysical Union, in the USAThe Ertomis-Stiftung Fondation in GermanyThe Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) in FranceThe Associazione per la Geofisica « Licio Cernobori » in Trieste,Italy. The Bjerknes Centre for Climatic Research inBergen, Norway The Institute of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy ofSciences, ChinaAnd we thank all the speakers who havecontributed to this educational workshop andtheir institutions!
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Program





European Geosciences Union – General AssemblyGEOPHYSICAL INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS (GIFT)WORKSHOPAustria Center ViennaGeosciences in the CityMonday April 16, 200708:30 -  09:00 OPENING OF THE WORKSHOP09:00 – 09:15 A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL HASARDS IN URBAN AREASFausto GuzzettiPresidentNatural Hasard Section EGU9:15 – 10:15 THE ROOTS OF URBAN GEOLOGY: THE CITY OF ROMARenato FunicielloDipartimento di Scienze della TerraUniveristà Roma-TRE, Italy10:15 – 10:45 COFFEE BREAK10:45 – 11:45 A TOWN WITH THE MOST PRECIOUS STONES IN THE WORLD(LIVING WITH GEOLOGY IN ISTANBUL)A. M. Celâl Sengör, Necdet Özgül, Mehmet Sakinç and Okan TüysüzIstanbul Techical UniversityIstanbul, Turkey.11:45 – 13:30 LUNCH13:30 – 14:15 THE DRAGON’S HEAD STORY: WATER/LAND CONFLICT IN SHANGHAIPinxian WangState Key Laboratory of Marine GeologyTongji UniversityShanghai, China14:15 – 15;15 Teacher – Scientist Collaboration:HIGH-DENSITY MACROSEISMIC SURVEY IN THE CITY OFROMERoberta Rosa, Francesca Cifelli & Francesca FunicielloLiceo Classico Vivona, and University of Roma Tre



15:15 – 16:30 Teacher – to – Teachers communication:THE IMPACT OF EARTHQUAKES STUDIED USING A COMPUTER DRIVENVIBRATING TABLEFrançois Tilquin and Gilles BaudrantEarth sciences-Biology and Physics teachersAbel Dubois, Cathy Labonne, Alison HoangStudentsLycée Marie Curie, Echirolles, France.16:30 – end of day GUIDED TOUR OF THE VIENNA MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCESHerbert Summesberger or VISIT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF EGUTuesday,  April 17, 200708:30 – 09:15 THE AUGUST 2002 FLOOD IN PRAGUE IN THE CONTEXT OFHISTORICAL AND RECENT FLOODS IN THE CZECH REPUBLICRudolf BrazdilMasaryk University, BrnoCzech Republic9:15 – 10:00 THE INTERNATIONAL CHARTER SPACE AND MAJORS DISASTERS :A SPACE RESPONSE FOR RISK MANAGEMENTSelma CherchaliCentre National d’Etudes SpatialesToulouse, France 10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK10:30  - 10:45 A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES IN URBANAREASUlrich PoeschlPresidentAtmospheric Sciences Section, EGU10:45  - 11:45 MILAGRO MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN OVER MEXICO CITYMETROPOLITAN AREALuisa T. MolinaMassachusetts Institute of Technology andMolina Center for Energy and the Environment, USA11:45  -  13:30 LUNCH



13:30  - 14:15 BRINGING MILAGRO SCIENCES TO THE PUBLIC, STUDENTS ANDEDUCATORS, THROUGH THE WINDOWS TO THE UNIVERSE WEBSITERoberta JohnsonEducation and Outreach, UCAR,Boulder, CO USA14:15 – 14:45 THE COPERNICUS JOURNAL FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTSDick van der WaterenEGU Press Officer14:45 – 15:45 Teacher-to-Teachers communicationsSPACE AND ENVIRONMENT: CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES FOR THE HIGHSCHOOLNicole HermanLycée Rooselvet, Reims, FranceFROM 1910 TO 2010 : A NEW FLOOD IN PARIS?(A SCHOOL PROGRAM)Jean-Raphaël DeutschCollège-Lycée Sévigné, Paris, France15:45 – End of the day  VISIT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLYWednesday April 18 , 200609:00 – 10:00 TOWARDS UNDERGROUND CITIES?Eduardo F.J. de MulderExecutive Director of the International Year of Planet EarthIYPE Secretariat, NGU, Trondheim, Norway10:00  -  11:15 TEACHER – TO – TEACHERS COMMUNICATIONS:THE ECO-VILLAGE CHALLENGE:A STUDENT INVESTIGATION AND APPLICATION OF ENVIRONMENTALLAND USE PLANNINGBrittany NeptunNewTrier High SchoolNorthfield, Ill, USA



SWEET SCIENCE(Using sweets and biscuits to teach some ideas of geology to lowerschool students, aged 11-14)Sue Howarth and Alan WollheadTettenhall College, Tettenhall WV, and Bromsgrove School,Bromsgrove, Great Britain11:45 – 12:00 FILLING OF EVALUATION FORMS AND PRESENTATION OF THE GIFT-2008 WORKSHOPEND OF THE GIFT WORKSHOP12:00 – 13:30 LUNCH13:30        ECORD WORKSHOP



Speakers and abstracts





    Fausto Guzzetti, PhD    Geologist    President Natural Hazards Division    European Geosciences UnionFausto Guzzetti graduated in geology form the University of Perugia, Italy, in 1983with a thesis on the structural geology of the Central Apennines. In 2006, he obtaineda PhD in geography from the University of Bonn, Germany, with a dissertation onlandslide hazards and risk assessment. In 1985-86 he was a visiting scientist at theU.S. Geological Survey, working on small-scale landslide inventory maps. Since hisreturn to Perugia in 1987, he has worked on a number of items, including: (1)landslide mapping and landslide cartography in different morphological and climaticenvironments, (2) analysis of landslide types and patterns in relation to differentgeological settings, (3) methods for landslide hazard and risk assessment andmapping, (4) comparison of landslide maps, (5) acquisition and use of historicalinformation on landslides and floods for hazard and risk assessment, (6)identification of rainfall and hydrological thresholds for the initiation of landslides,(7) spatially distributed rock fall modelling for hazard assessment, (8) frequency-magnitude statistics of landslides, and (9) dissemination of information on naturalhazards and risk. Since 2001 Guzzetti has been a senior research scientist at theItalian Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), and he presently leads the CNRI R P I  G e o m o r p h o l o g y  R e s e a r c h  G r o u p  i n  P e r u g i a(http://palpatine.irpi.cnr.it/Geomorphology). A founding member of the EuropeanGeosciences Union (EGU), Guzzetti was president of the Natural Hazards Divisionof EGU between 2002 and 2007. The author or co-author of more than 40 papers andbook chapters, he is an associate editor of the EGU journal Natural Hazards andEarth Systems Science.





A short Introcuction to Natural Hazards in Urban AreasFausto GuzzettiUniversity of Perugia, ItalyPresident, Natural Hazards Division, EGUMeteorological and geophysical phenomena such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,tsunamis, hurricanes, lightening, floods, landslides and snow avalanches, are theresult of natural processes, and contribute to shape the Earth morphology andlandscapes. The listed phenomena may become a hazard when they interfere with thehuman sphere i.e., with the population, the structures, the infrastructure, the societalinterests, and the economic assets. It is the presence of human beings and theiractivities that make natural phenomena potentially dangerous hazards. Investigatingnatural hazards and their potential risk is important for the design of a sustainabledevelopment. A single hazardous event can cause hundreds of thousands ofcasualties and extreme economic damage. Damage to the population is largest in theless developed countries, where warning systems and emergency planning is lacking,and economic damage is most severe in developed areas, where structures,infrastructures and economic activities are more complex and fragile. Investigatingnatural hazards involves forecasting the occurrence of future events, and theirpotentially damaging effects. The forecast of a hazard involves determining wherethe event will occur, when or how frequently it will occur, and the magnitude of theevent, including the type and extent of the expected damage. Despite importantsimilarities, our ability to forecast natural hazards depends on the type of the hazardand of the triggering phenomena. Scientists are capable of predicting whereearthquakes are expected, but are less capable of forecasting when earthquakes willoccur. Floods occur mostly along rivers, and their temporal occurrence is linked tothe triggering events (e.g. intense or prolonged rainfall). Landslides are particularlydifficult phenomena to predict, as mass movements can be initiated by a variety ofgeophysical, meteorological and human triggers. The General Assembly of theEuropean Geosciences Union has a lively and diversified programme on naturalhazards. If you are interested in natural hazards, this is the place you want to be.





Renato FunicielloProfessor of StructuralGeologyDirector of Dept. of GeologyUniversity of Roma-TRERoma, Italyfuniciel@mail.uniroma3.itTel 00 39 065488 8026With grandaughter FlaviaRenato Funiciello was born in Tripoli in 1939. He is Director and Full Professorof Structural Geology at the Dep. Geology Univ. Roma TRE (Italy). His scientificcareer has been mainly developed on structural geology, volcanology andgeothermal research. He has been principal investigator in the NASAinternational project Apollo and full engaged on analytical teams connected withthe Lunar Receiving Laboratory of Manned Spacecraft Center of Galveston,Texas.Author of more then 200 peer reviewed papers relevant to four main researchtopics:- Studies on recent geological features of western Mediterranean area, volcano-tectonics and neotectonics;- Geothermal studies in Mediterranean areas- Natural Hazard Studies- Urban Areas studiesHe’s also Author of a recent publication by Heiken, G.  Funiciello, R. and DeRita, D. (2005), titled “The Seven Hills of Rome”, which represent anextraordinary link between urban geology and history.





The roots of Urban Geology: the City of RomaRenato FunicielloDipartimento di Scienze della TerraUniveristà Roma-TREItalyRome is a city where planning and management decisions are being made withcareful attention to the city's geologic setting. From its time as the historic heart ofthe Roman world, Rome has been continuously a political, religious andadministrative centre. Natural and geological factors made the fortune of this cityand assured its population growth, providing natural defences, water resourcesand abundant materials for construction, roads, and aqueducts. From lessons ofurban development and prosperity, Romans developed a capacity to recognize andto manage the natural resources of the region. It is appropriate that the term urbangeology has its origin in Urbs, which was the ancient name for the City of Rome.Modern Rome, born after the unification of Italy, is a new city, developed in achaotic manner and suffering the problems of modern towns. Besidesanthropogenic factors (traffic, wastes and acoustic pollution), Rome is exposed tonearly every natural hazard, such as seismic, volcanic and hydrological hazard.In this talk, the peculiar geological setting of the city will be described togetherthe natural risk to which the city is subject to. The exposure of the town to seismicevents will be described in detail, illustrating the long historical record of seismicevents that monuments preserved through time. Although the city of Rome is notlocated in a dangerous seismogenetic area, earthquakes originating from theApennines are strongly felt, due to the peculiar underling geology. In particular,major seismic effects occur in alluvial deposits of the Tiber River and itstributaries, above which most of the ancient and historical buildings lie.The case history of Colosseum will be given as an example of how surfacegeology can influence the stability of buildings during the occurrence ofearthquakes. In fact, Colosseum has been built across the boundary betweensedimentary and volcanic rocks and the unconsolidated alluvium of a TiberRiver’s creek. In consequence of the numerous earthquakes that stroke centralItaly, Colosseum suffered a differentiated damage. The northern side (built onsolid sediments) was lightly damaged during the occurrence of earthquakesaffecting the city if Rome, whereas the southern side, overlaying an ancient creekfilled with poorly consolidated sediment, was severely damaged by excessiveground acceleration. Another interesting example of how the surface geologyinfluence the stability of buildings come from two of the most famous columns inRome: the Trajan column and the Marcus Aurelius column. These two columns



present many similarities: they were constructed in the same period (secondcentury A.D.), with similar size, materials and same techniques. The onlydifference is that they lie on different deposits, the Marcus Aurelius column onTiber alluvial deposits and the Trajan column on consolidated continentalsediments. As a consequence, during the occurrence of earthquakes that strokeRome, the Trajan column was not damaged, whereas in the Marcus Aureliuscolumn the ground motion caused the offset in the marble cylinders that make upthe column.It is important to note that today more than 3 millions people live in Rome, andmany buildings have been constructed along the alluvial deposits of the Tiber andits tributaries. If we consider the priceless artistic and archaeological heritageowned by the city, the historical centre characterized by extremely vulnerableancient buildings and the high concentration of inhabitants, it is very clear thatseismic risk is very high in these zones.Besides the seismic risk, floods and subsidence phenomena will be alsodescribed in order to completely illustrate the exposure of the city to natural risk.In conclusion, it is worth to note that in the past most urban planning decisionswere made with little or no regard for the role of the natural setting in the city'slong-term heath and stability. An understanding of geology has been shown tohave a huge impact on urban management. Most residents have not been pleasedwith the results of rapid development, but have developed a strong awareness fora need to care for the city and to better manage its environment. There are new,detailed geologic maps of the city, programs for engineering and environmentalgeology, and cooperative work with archeologists-all within the city and regionalgovernments. Applying science and technology to the urban condition ismandatory thinking as we move into the future.



A.M. Celâl SengörProfessorIstanbul Techical UniversityIstanbul,Turkeysengor@itu.edu.trCelal Sengör was born in Istanbul on 24th March 1955. He graduated from RobertAcademy  in 1973 and as geologist from the State University of New York in 1978. Heobtained an MSc in 1979 and a PhD in 1982, both in geology, from the same university.In 1981 he was appointed as assistant to the Chair of Geology  in the Faculty of Mines ofthe Istanbul Technical University. In 1984 he was given the President's Award of theGeological Society of London (the first foreigner to receive this honour) and in 1986 hebecame a  laureate of the Science Prize of TUBITAK, the Research Council for Scienceand Technology of Turkey (to date the youngest recipient). In the same year he waspromoted to Associate Professorship in the Istanbul Technical University, Faculty ofMines, Department of Geology. In 1988 he was honouerd by the University of Neuchâtelin Switzerland by the award of an honorary doctorate (Docteur ès sciences honoriscausa). In 1990, he was elected to the Academia Europaea as the first Turkish member;in the same year he became a correspondent of the Austrian Geological Survey(Geologische Bundesanstalt in Wien). In 1991 he was elected an Honorary Member ofthe Austrian Geological Society. In the same year he was given the 'Era of Knowledge'Prize by the Ministry of Culture in Turkey. In 1992 he was promoted to full professorshipin his old institution. In 1993 he was appointed by the government as one of the 10founding members of the Turkish Academy of Sciences, became a member of theAcademy Council and was also elected a member of the Science Council of TUBITAK.1994, he became a member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences and was electedto honorary membership by the Geological Society of America and the Geologicalsociety of France. In the same year he was given the Rammal Medal jointly by the ÉcoleNormale Supérieure Foundation and the Physical Society of France. He was honoured in1997 by the Grand Prix for the Earth Sciences (the Prix Lutaud) by the French Academyof Sciences in Paris. In 1998 _engör gave a course of lectures on the French contributionsto the development of tectonics in the 19th century and received the Medal of the Collègede France on 28th may 1998.  In 1999 The Geological Society of London awarded himthe Bigsby Medal. In 2000 he became the first Turkish foreign associate elected to theU.S. National Academy of Sciences. In the 2004-2005 academic year, _engör occupiedthe International Chair in the Collège de France and received the Medal of the Collège deFrance on 20th March 2005 for the second time. In 2006, he was elected for a three-year



term as honoray member of the Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris. In 2006,he was elected a foreign member of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Sengör was aguest professor in Caltech, University of Oxford and in the Paris Lodron University inSalzburg.Sengör has been mainly known for his international studies on structural geology  andtectonics. On these topics he published 11 books, 187 scientific papers, 143 abstracts andnumerous popular science articles.Sengör was married in 1986 to Oya Maltepe and his only child, H. C. Asim _engör,was born in 1989. Professor _engör speaks English, German and French in additionto his mother tongue.



A Town with the most precious stones in the world (Living with Geology in Istanbul)A. M. C. Sengör, Necdet Özgül, Mehmet Sakınç and Okan TüysüzITÜ Avrasya Yerbilimleri Enstitüsü, Ayazaga 34469 Istanbul, TurkeyThe 18th century Ottoman poet Nedim said that even a single stone ofIstanbul was so precious that he would not exchange it for the whole of thePersian Empire. What makes this extraordinary city, which Philipp Mansel saidis ‘the World's desire', so attractive? It is a series of geological accidents thathave given the city its rocks (and thus the building materials), its water, itsclimate, its geomorphology and its historical location.The oldest settlement we know of dates from 400 ka ago in the Yarımburgazcave just outside the city  limits in the Eocene nummulitic limestones. sincethen the present-day  area of Istanbul has been continuously  inhabited. Theoldest city in the world? Perhaps. But before it became a city it was part of a riftvalley (±450 Ma ago), then a continental margin (450-380) and then a part of aforeland fold-thrust belt (380-320?) of the Scythides. This gave the city its solidfoundation within the Theodosian walls.The Mesozoic is not represented in Istanbul except as volcanic andsubvolcanic arc rocks (mainly andesites) with ages from 80 to 65 Ma. An entirevolcano is preserved in the N outlet of the Bosphorus and numerous feederdykes cut the Palaeozoic massif within the present-day city limits. There arenow inactive normal faults in the city  and these may have been associated withthe opening of the Black Sea in the medial Cretaceous.The Tertiary begins with the Nummulitic Eocene and the grand coral reefs inlife positions west of the Theodosian walls still supply building stones to thecity. The Neogene is Paratethyan and some its facies are hardly distinguishablefrom those of the Vienna Basin. It is this Neogene that reaches the walls in anunconformable position on the older foundation and provides (even today!)building stones to these venerable ramparts.The Quaternary  is represented by the Bythinian erosion surface and the now-inverted old valley floors filled with ancient alluvium.The activity of the NorthAnatolian shear zone, eventually to narrow into the North Anatolian Fault, hasimposed since the late Miocene-Pliocene a northwesterly trend on many of theyoung faults that control the major waterways and natural reservoirs around thecity, but all these faults are now essentially dead.The major natural threat to the city comes from the active north AnatolianFault that now threatens it with a minimum Mw 7 earthquake in the next halfcentury with a 60 to 70 % probability. Rapid overpopulation, product of blindpopulist policies since 1950, rampant corruption and a generally poorly-educated populace are the major human threats to the city irrevocably wastingits natural resources.





PinxianWang
Pinxian WangProfessor of Marine GeologySchool of Ocean and Earth ScienceTongji UniversityShanghai 200092, Chinapxwang@online.sh.cnTel.  86-21-65983207Fax  86-21-65988808Pinxian Wang was born in Shanghai in 1936. He graduated from the MoscowState University in 1960, majoring in paleontology, and was Alexander vonHumboldt Fellow in 1981-82 in Kiel, Germany. He is now Professor at theTongji University, where he was Director of the Department of MarineGeology and the Laboratory of Marine Geology for years. His researchactivities are mainly devoted to paleoceanography and micropaleontology inthe Western Pacific and paleo-monsoon studies in East Asia, especially in theSouth China Sea. He was co-chief scientist of the Ocean Drilling Program Leg184 to the South China Sea in 1999 and the Marco Polo Cruise to the SouthChina Sea in 2005. He has promoted China’s involvement in international deep-sea programsand founded the series of “Asian Marine Geology Conferences”. He isMember of the Chinese Academy of Science, Honorary Fellow of theGeological Society London, and Milutin Milankovic Medalist of EGU in2007.





The Dragon Head’s story: Water/Land Conflict in ShanghaiPinxian Wang(State Key Laboratory of Marine Geology, Tongji University, Shanghai,ChinaIn China, the Yangtze (Changjiang) river is often likened to a “Dragon” becauseof its length and importance, and Shanghai is considered the Dragon’s Head becauseof its location and it’s leading role in China’s economy. Making up only onethousandth of China’s total land area and one hundredth of China’s total population,Shanghai contributes more than one tenth of the country’s revenue. Historically,Shanghai was under sea water, and its eastern part has emerged only a thousand yearsago because of the propagation of the Yangtze delta. With the industrial developmentsince the last century, the city has been confronted with new challenges of landsubsidence mainly caused by ground water over-pumping.Shanghai is located in the Yangtze delta plain with an average altitude of 3-5 m.Underlain by unconsolidated Quaternary deposits over 300 m in thickness, the city ishighly susceptible to both sea level rising and land compression. Land subsidence inShanghai was initially reported in the early 1920s, but subsidence became a realhazard in the 1950s when the ground water was extensively exploited for cooling insummer by the newly developed industry. In 1963, for example, a total of 200 millioncubic meters of ground water was used in Shanghai. Land subsidence reached 38 mmper year in the late 1950s and early 1960s, with the maximal value of 110 mm/yearduring 1957-1961. The total amount of subsidence measured 1.75 m from 1921 to1965 and locally reached 2.63 m, bringing about serious consequences ranging fromland cracking, buildings leaning over to tidal flooding of the city.Starting in 1965, the local government has introduced a series of measures toslow down if not prevent land subsidence in Shanghai. Firstly, it restricted the groundwater pumping, particularly in the downtown area. The amount of water pumping wasreduced from 2x108 m3 in 1965 to ~0.8 x108 m3 now. The second measure adoptedwas artificial recharge of ground water. The ground water users are requested to injectthe same quantity of water into aquifers in winter as they pumped out in summer. Thisproved to be a very effective engineering measure. Thirdly, the industrial use ofground water was moved from the downtown to the suburbs, and the water extraction



was moved from shallower to deeper aquifers. Fourthly, a monitoring network of landsubsidence and ground water levels was established, and a research centre was set up.These integrative measurements were successful, and the subsidence rate declined in1966. Since the 1990s, the annual amount of subsidence has been controlled to about10 mm/year. Without the above efforts, most of Shanghai would have been submergedunder sea water in the year 1999 given the rate of subsidence before the 1965. Nevertheless, land subsidence remains a major issue for Shanghai. On the onehand, the massive construction of high buildings has become a new challenge for landstability. Second, the economic development of the entire Yangtze Delta caused landsubsidence outside Shanghai which is beyond its control. As each millimeter of landsubsidence costs Shanghai as much as 20 million US Dollar, it is too expensive for thecity to ignore the challenge.As a Dragon Head, Shanghai has been “drifting along” on the water surface.Within the last tens of thousands of years, the Shanghai area has experienced repeatedemergence / submergence cycles, and within the last decades it has still beenconfronted with the struggle between water use and land subsidence. Shanghaireclaims land from the sea, but risks losing land by using ground water, and from theenhanced coastal erosion caused by the upstream damming. Therefore, the story ofDragon Head is continuing…



Roberta RosaLiceo Classico F. Vivona,Romaroberta.rosa@inwind.itMy name is Roberta Rosa. I graduated from University in Biology and I work inRome as a science teacher in a high school. I teach Chemistry, Biology and EarthScience to students 16-to-18 years old.In the last years my principal interest has been the vocational guidance for students inthe last year of high school and have to choose University Faculties. In particular, Ifollow students interested in scientific studies.I’m involved in urban areas geological studies. As a teacher, I think that students haveto know the territory where they live and they must be guided in “reading” the naturalenvironment hidden by anthropogenic activity. I cooperate with Universityresearchers and in the past we have joined our energies to carry out a macroseimicsurvey in the city of Rome in order to analyse the intensity distribution of earthquakesin relation to near-surface geology. Results were very encouraging and underlinedhow the cooperation between researchers and high schools teachers and studentsgives an important contribution to understand the territory in which we live.I tried to popularise Earth Science by writing scientific school manuals for highschool students.



Francesca CifelliResearch ScientistUniversity of Roma-TRERoma, Italycifelli@uniroma3.itTel. 00 39 06 54 88 80 58Francesca Cifelli is a paleomagnetist with a geologic formation. She has studied inRoma and obtained her University degrees and PhD there.Her major research interests deal with the geodynamics of the Mediterranean Basin,with magnetic fabric analysis of sediments and also with high-density macroseismicinvestigations in urban areas. She has a particular interest in the Calabrian Arc andSicily (Italy), Betics (Spain), the Moroccan Rif and the area around Roma. She haspublished 15 articles in international scientific journals.Her educational activities include university lectures and practical teaching in thepaleomagnetic laboratory,Together with Francesca Funiciello,  Francesca is active in special training in scientificmanagement of Science Museums and Sciences Center (these are organized by the“Centro Musei delle Scienze Naturali and “Città della Scienza” Napoli.And both are scientific advisors to the Museo Storico-Naturalistico, Riviera Parcod’Ulisse (Gaeta, Italy).



Dr. Francesca FunicielloDip. Scienze GeologicheUniv. “Roma TRE”L.go S.Leonardo Murialdo, 100146 Roma, ItalyPhone: (39) 0654888058Fax: (39) 0654888201E-mail: ffunicie@uniroma3.itEducationDip. Scienze della Terra, Univ. “La Sapienza” Rome (Italy)PhD in Geophysics at the Institute of Geophysics ETH, Zurich (Switzerland)Post Doc Dip. Scienze Geologiche, Univ. “Roma TRE”, Rome (Italy)Winner of the 2006 European Science Fondation (ESF) Award for European Young Investigator(EURYI) with the project “Convergent margins and seismogenesis:defining the risk of greatearthquakes by using statistical data and modelling”Research interests:Topics:– Dynamics of subduction zones– Mantle convection– Back-arc extension and magmatism– Mantle plumes– Post glacial rebound– High-density macroseismic survey in urban areasMethodologies:Laboratory modelling, numerical modelling, analysis of geological and geophysical data.Areas of Particular Interest:Mediterranean, Japan, South America.Author of about 20 articles in international scientific journals.Educational activities:– University lectures and practical courses on laboratory modelling.– Co-referee in Master and PhD theses in Experimental Tectonics.– Responsible of the refresher course “Scuola Sicura” for teachers of the secondary public schoolsin Roma and province, Italy.– Special training in scientific menagment of Scientific Museums and Science Centres, organizedby the "Centro Musei delle Scienze Naturali" and “Citta’ della Scienza”, Neaples (Italy).– Scientific advisor of the Geo-Paleontological Museum (“Museo Storico-Naturalistico”) RivieraParco d’Ulisse (Gaeta, Italy).





High-Density Macroseismic Survey in the city of RomeRoberta RosaLiceo Classico F. Vivona, RomaandFrancesca Cifelli & Francesca FunicielloDipartimento di Scienze della TerraUniversità Roma-TREInhabitants of the city of Rome were aware of many of the shocks occurringduring the September 1997-April 1998 Umbria-Marche (Central Italy) seismicsequence, in an area located more then 100 km North of Rome.In order to provide a macroseismic contribution for microzoning purposes andfor the identification of site effects in the city of Rome, a joint project wasdeveloped among the University researchers and High-school teachers. The goalof the project was to develop a procedure for high-density questionnaire surveysin metropolitan areas, being aware that human response to ground shaking,when averaged over a large number of samples, is a very useful discriminant ofthe level of ground motion. High schools students (14-19 years old) from about30 schools were involved in a high-density macroseismic survey, carried out justafter the occurrence of the main shocks. Basically, high schools represent a largecatchment area and can be considered representative of the city population. Inaddition, high school students are supposed to be more capable of understandingthe complexity and the scientific meaning of the survey.On the basis of their geographical location, 10 high schools were selected forthe survey performed following the 14 October 1997 earthquake, collecting1222 questionnaires within two weeks of the event. Following the 26 March1998 earthquake, the macroseismic network was extended to cover 27 highschools. Under the guide of their teachers, students were requested to complete arevised version of the questionnaire routinely used by the National Institute ofGeophysics and Volcanology (INGV).In this talk, the full experience of the high-density macroseismic survey in thecity of Rome will be described. Results prove that the macroseismic surveymethod can be quickly and successfully performed in a large city, producing astatistically significant high-density of intensity points and yielding usefulinformation about modern suburban areas. Furthermore, the cooperationbetween research institutes and public high schools can join scientific resultswith didactical developments in the field of earthquake preparedness,representing an efficient tool to create a permanent macroseismic network.





François TILQUINLycée Marie CURIEav. du 8 mai 1945BP 34838435 ECHIROLLES cedexFRANCEfrancois.tilquin@ac-grenoble.frI am a biology and geology teacher in a high school near Grenoble and studentsare 15 -18 years old. I am the author of various teaching software and pedagogicalapplications: data acquisition with interface, simulations, numerical and analogicalmodelisations in biology and geology. Three examples could illustrate my work in earthscience.In geology, I developed a ground water analogical model with an aquarium andsand, able to simulate water exchanges between land and rivers. Different pollutionscan be simulated, with hot water or sodic (KOH) water, and be measured with interfaceand sensor in different places in the aquarium. These experiments allow to simulateexchanges between land and draining rivers, filtering rivers or pumping stations. Theyalso show the consequences of human activities on the level and quality of groundwater.I have also developed an approach for determining the position of an epicentre inthe classroom. The experiment consists in measuring ground’s vibrations withmicrophones, connected to 8 interfaces, which are considered as seismic stations. Thevibration of the seism is generated with a hammer’s shock on the ground. Students haveto imagine a method to determine the epicentre and realize the necessity to have a timesynchronisation between each seismic station. The time of arrival of the seismic waveis measured in absolute time, and students are able to locate epicentres by using aspecific method (half plane method), to give the arrival time and wave’s speed in theground.After these experiments, students understand how scientists build worldearthquake’s maps. Prevention against seismic alea becomes then more reliable.The last example consists in a model vibrating table to simulate earthquakes onbuildings and different Para seismic systems. Vibrations are produced with a lowfrequency generator, or a numeric-analogical converter of real seismic traces, and areapplied on a vibrator. This system will be presented during the GIFT workshop.I am developing now, some geological applications with two new and freepowerful softwares: Goggle Earth and Goggle Sketchup that allow doing 3D geology,with pictures and 3D models overlays.With all these systems, geology is more visible than previously imagined, andteaching geology becomes, therefore, easier.





The impact of earthquakes studiedusing a computer driven vibrating tableFrançois Tilquin and Gilles BaudrantEarth sciences-Biology  and Physics teachers)Abel Dubois, Cathy Labonne, Alison HoangStudents:Lycée Marie Curie, Echirolle, FranceWe make use of simple experiments of micro-earthquakes, carried out onmodels of buildings and intended to show the risks related to seismic zonesand the nature of the prevention of these risks in the paraseismicconstruction.These experiments are made with some basic material in physics teaching,such as a vibrator (for sound study) and a low frequencies generator. Realseismic traces can be sent to the vibrator with the computer (using a specificsoftware and an interface with a digital to analogic converter). This vibratoris connected to a rolling plate on which some cardboard buildings are fixed.A lot of experiments can be done, with some “badly built buildings”, andsolutions to prevent their falling down, or some ground liquefaction withwet sand and buildings.All experiments and movies can be found at:http://www.ac-grenoble.fr/webcurie/bio/seismes



This picture shows experiments of micro-earthquakes, carried out on modelsof buildings and intended to show the risks related to the seismic zones andthe nature of the prevention of these risks in the paraseismic construction.The buildings can have different sizes and more or less fragile structures andit’s   possible to reinforce the structure with various systems and  protectbuildings with flexible foundations.The phenomenon of resonance amplifies buildings’ vibrations, and thatsystem makes it possible to find the good solution to avoid its collapse..The system allows to demonstrate a large variety of complex physicsproblems.



Systems to measure buildings accelerations at various levels
Small parallelepipeds are calculated to fall to various accelerations. Thebuilding is isolated from the ground with some rolling system.
Protection against collapsing with bearing walls.



Ground’s liquefaction:This system also makes it possible to show the phenomenon of ground’s liquefaction of thewhich results in a swing of the buildings in the ground which is liquified during earthquake.

Ground heterogeneity and liquefaction: building falls.



Rudolf BrázdilMasaryk UniversityBro, Czech Republicbrazdil@geogr.muni.cz
Rudolf Brázdil was born in 1951 in Brno (the Czech Republic). He is aprofessor of physical geography at the Masaryk University of Brno, the CzechRepublic. He is doing research in instrumental and historical climatology with aspecial attention to climate variability and change as well as to climaticanomalies and hydrometeorological extremes, including their impacts. He haspublished more than 240 scientific papers and books from mentioned researchfields. In 1985, 1988 and 1990 he participated in polar expeditions toSpitsbergen. In 1992/1993 he was an invited professor at the ETH Zürich,Switzerland. He is a chairman of the Czech National Geographic Committee anda full member of Commission on Climatology of the International GeographicalUnion.





The August 2002 flood in Prague in the context ofhistorical and recent floods in the Czech RepublicRudolf BrázdilInstitute of Geography, Masaryk University, Kotlá_ská 2, 611 37Brno, The Czech RepublicThe August 2002 flood was probably the most disastrous event in theCzech Republic during the past 1,000 years. The paper presentsresults of analysis of flood series in the instrumental period for theVltava-Prague (1825–2003) in comparison with floods for the Elbe-D__ín (1851–2003) and the Oh_e-Louny (1884–2003) in Bohemia.Sea level pressure patterns based on Principal Component Analysisare investigated for floods of the winter synoptic type (snow melting,ice damming) and of summer synoptic type (heavy precipitation).There is a significant decrease in the number of floods and theirseverity (expressed by a return period of maximum peak discharges)from the 2nd part of the 19th century to the end of the 20th century.It is consistent with global warming with significant decrease in thenumber of winter floods. Documentary evidence (e.g. narrativereports, newspapers, watermarks) allow extension of above series offloods into the pre-instrumental period to be presented in decadalfrequencies since the 15th century. Besides the 2002 event, the mostdisastrous flooding events in Prague and Bohemia during the pastmillennium were recorded in the years 1118, 1432, 1501, 1598,1655, 1675, 1784, 1845, 1862, 1872, 1890. Synthesis ofdocumentary and instrumental floods shows long-term flood trendswith maximum of floods during the 19th century and the 2nd part ofthe 16th century. The 20th century belonged to relatively very quietperiods.





Selma CherchaliCentre National d’Etude Spatiales(CNES)18, Avenue Edouard Belin31401 Toulouse Cedex 9FranceSelma.cherchali@cnes.frTel: 33 5 61 28 13 84 Selma Cherchali was born in 1966. She received the Ing. Diploma Degree in SignalProcessing in 1989 and a Master (DEA - Diplôme d'Enseignement Approfondi-) in1990 from the ENSEEIHT "Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Electronique,Electrotechnique, Informatique et Hydraulique de Toulouse", France. She obtainedthe PhD degree in Remote Sensing at UPS "University Paul Sabatier " of Toulouse in1994. Thereafter, she worked as engineer in CSIRO at Land and Water division inCanberra, Australia. From 1997, she worked as project manager and headof Elearning  Department at GDTA  in Remote Sensing Applications, a subsidiary ofCNES. Since 2003, she has been working at CNES, within the “Image Products andAnalysis” Unit.  She is in charge of the activities and projects dealing with Riskmanagement and GIS. She is Project Manager of the “General Services” clusterwithin the PREVIEW FP6 project, which deals with Rapid Mapping , Assets Mapping  and Damage Estimates.





The International Charter Space and Majors disasters :A Space Response for Risk ManagementSelma Cherchali (CNES)Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales,18 avenue Edouard Belin, 31401 Toulouse Cedex 9Satellite data are mandatory as a basis for critical information to help the authoritiesto better assess the scope of a crisis, to measure the extent of the event, the impactin terms of affected population and damaged building/installations/facilities, toprecisely map the affected areas in order to organise and plan the rescue: validaccess (roads), not affected area to settle rescue sites (hospital). The InternationalCharter (through the space agencies which are members of the Charter) aims atproviding a unified system of space data acquisition and delivery to those affectedby natural or man-made disasters through Authorized Users.The presentation, through concrete examples of past disasters (such as the PraguaFloods 2002 ) will show the space products delivered during the crises. After such alarge catastrophic event, rapid mapping, damage observation and damage estimateare always requested, as quickly as possible using satellite data. Some exampleswill be shown and it will be demonstrated that to be efficient, those services have tobe delivered in a very short time, right after or during the crisis.  These services arebeing implemented in the context of GMES (Global Monitoring of Environmentand Security.





Ulrich PöschlEuropean Geosciences Union, President of theAtmospheric Sciences Division and Chairman of thePublications CommitteeMax Planck Institute for Chemistry, Research GroupLeaderUlrich Pöschl is heading a research group at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry,Biogeochemistry Department, in Mainz, Germany (www.mpch-mainz.mpg.de).He has studied chemistry at the Technical University of Graz, Austria, and he has worked as apostdoctoral fellow, research scientist, group leader, and university lecturer at theMassachusetts Institute of Technology, Departments of Chemistry and of Earth, Atmospheric,and Planetary Sciences; at the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Atmospheric ChemistryDepartment; and at the Technical University of Munich, Institute of Hydrochemistry.His current research and teaching are focused on the properties and interactions of aerosolsand their effects on atmospheric chemistry and physics, the biosphere, climate, and publichealth (field measurements, laboratory experiments, and numerical modelling).In collaboration with a globally distributed network of co-editors, Ulrich Pöschl has initiatedand established the successful interactive open access journal Atmospheric Chemistry andPhysics (ACP, www.atmos-chem-phys.org). For the European Geosciences Union (EGU,www.egu.eu) he serves as council member and president of the Atmospheric SciencesDivision and as chairman of the publications committee.A Short Introduction to Atmospheric Sciences in Urban AreasUlrich PöschlMax Planck Institute for Chemistry, D-55128 Mainz, GermanyAtmospheric composition and processes are of central importance for climate, thebiosphere, and public health. Gases, aerosol particles, and clouds control the Earth’senergy balance and hydrological cycle. Moreover, they play important roles in thereproduction of biological organisms and can cause or enhance diseases.Anthropogenic pollution has a strong influence on atmospheric chemistry and physics, andurban areas are important sources of atmospheric pollutants. Due to very high levels ofhuman activity and population density, megacities are the locations where air pollution hasmaximal effects on public health, and they also have a strong influence on atmosphericcomposition and processes on regional and global scales. Key aspects, scientific questions,and research activities on the subject will be outlined.





Luisa T. MolinaMolina Center for Energy and the Environment3262 Holiday Court, Suite 201La Jolla, CA 92037, USATel: 858-657-0232;  Email: ltmolina@mit.eduhttp://www.mce2.org/Luisa T. Molina currently is the President of the Molina Center in Energy and theEnvironment (MCE2), La Jolla, California and Principal Research Scientist in theDepartment of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences at the MassachusettsInstitute of Technology.Her research interests include molecular spectroscopy, chemical kinetics, andatmospheric chemistry. She has been involved in particular with the chemistry ofstratospheric ozone depletion and urban air pollution. Recently she initiated a multi-disciplinary project involving an integrated assessment of air pollution inmegacities, aimed at improving the environmental decision making process througheducation and the better use of scientific, technical, and socio-economicunderstanding. In the spring of 2003, she led a team of about 100 researchers frommore than 30 institutions in Mexico, the U.S. and Europe to conduct fieldinvestigation of the air quality in Mexico City Metropolitan Area (MCMA).  InMarch 2006, she led a follow-up field measurement campaign MCMA-2006, one ofthe components of MILAGRO (Megacities Initiative: Local and Global ResearchObservations), the largest field measurement campaign ever attempted to studymegacity air pollution and its regional and global impacts.  She is the author or co-author of over 100 archival publications, including editor/lead author of the bookentitled, Air Quality in Mexico Megacity: An Integrated Assessment.





MILAGRO Measurement Campaign over Mexico City Metropolitan AreaLuisa T. MolinaMassachusetts Institute of Technology andMolina Center for Energy and the Environment, USAAbout half of the world’s population now lives in urban areas because of theopportunities for better jobs, access to city services, cultural and educational activities,and a desire for more stimulating human interaction.  At the same time, many of theseurban centers are expanding rapidly, leading to the growth of cities and megacities,which are defined as metropolitan areas with populations exceeding ten millioninhabitants. Population growth and increasing industrialization have inevitably resultedin a higher demand for energy, greater use of fossil fuels, and more emission ofpollutants into the atmosphere. As a result, air pollution has become not only one of thecentral environmental problems of the century, but also presents serious healthconsequences to people and economic costs to society.The main pollutants emitted into the atmosphere in megacities are carbon dioxide,sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, metaloxides, and atmospheric particles (aerosols) mostly consisting of soot or black carbon,sulfates, nitrates, and organic matter.  Currently, the use of fossil fuels intransportation, the generation of electricity, and industrial processes represent theprimary sources of pollutant emissions.  Once released into the atmosphere, pollutantgases and aerosols are mixed into and transported throughout the atmosphere withoutregard to geopolitical frontiers, until they are removed by physical and chemicalprocesses.  In many cases, the pollutants can undergo chemical and physicaltransformations that are driven by sunlight leading to the formation of oxidants andsecondary aerosol species.  The length of time that the pollutants remain in theatmosphere and the meteorology determine the range of their impacts.These exported primary pollutants and their reaction products have the potential toaffect human health and ecosystems on large geographic scales, and additionally canaffect atmospheric visibility, weather systems and precipitation, and global climate.The geographic re-distribution of pollutants, the evolution of their chemical, physical,and optical properties, and the mechanisms for their eventual removal from theatmosphere are very complex and obviously important, yet only partly understood atthe present time.MILAGRO (Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations) is the firstinternational effort to study the impact of a megacity on air quality. The Mexico CityMetropolitan Area (MCMA) – the second largest megacity in the world – was selectedas the initial case study for MILAGRO.  Previous research on air pollution associatedwith the MCMA provided a framework for planning of future field studies, particularlythe MCMA-2003 Campaign. Specifically, it showed that the atmosphere of theMCMA contains high level of aerosols and is extremely active photochemically; it isideally suited for understanding the atmospheric chemistry of tropical megacities.



More than 150 institutions from Mexico, United States and Europe participated, andover 450 investigators and technicians from 30 different nationalities participated inthe MILAGRO campaign in March 2006, organized under four components:(1) MCMA-2006 (México City Metropolitan Area - 2006) - examine emissions and boundarylayer concentrations within México City, the exposure patterns and effects on humanhealth and the evaluation and design of policies intended to reduce pollutant levels.(2) MAX-Mex (Megacity Aerosol Experiment in México City) - examine the properties andevolution of aerosols and gas-aerosol interactions in the immediate urban outflow.(3) MIRAGE (Megacity Impacts on Regional and Global Environments) - examine theevolution of the México City plume on larger regional scales.(4) INTEX-B (Intercontinental Chemical Transport Experiment – Phase B) - study theevolution and transport of pollution on global scales.The scientific protocol consisted of a month-long series of carefully coordinated observationsof the chemistry and physics of the atmosphere in and near México City, using a wide rangeof instruments at ground sites, on aircraft and satellites, complemented by meteorologicalforecasting and numerical simulations. Together, these research observations provide the mostcomprehensive characterization of México City’s urban and regional air pollution.The MILAGRO participants worked side-by-side to collect the data during the observationalphase in March 2006, and will continue to collaborate over the next several years to interpretthe results. Additionally, MILAGRO has created a vigorous educational program with theparticipation of many students from universities in México and other countries, and byorganizing lecture series, tours, and exhibits for the general public.This talk will describe the driving forces behind the formation and growth ofmegacities, impacts of emissions and the ambient concentration of pollutants on thehealth of the populations, visibility, ecosystems, climate change, and global pollutanttransport.   The comprehensive measurements that took place during the MILAGROCampaign and some preliminary results as well as some anticipated results will bepresented.   The impact of new science on the megacity air pollution problem would bebrought in with regard to potential improvements in monitoring, in the use of airquality models to make predictions of the consequences of emission sources, to enablebetter strategies to reduce emission, and to improve control strategy evaluation.In conclusion, megacities present a major challenge for the global environment.  Airpollution has serious impacts on public health, causes urban and regional haze, and hasthe potential to contribute significantly to climate change.  Air pollution science hasprogressed steadily in recent decades due to improvements in the ability to measurepollutants, precursors, and reactive intermediates.  This information has facilitated thedevelopment of improved computer models of the complex photochemistry that formsO3, other oxidants, and secondary PM.  These scientific advances motivate furtherresearch to gain a better understanding of how air pollution is formed in megacities andhow best to control it. Field measurement campaigns such as MILAGRO focused onthe characterization of the outflow of air pollutants from megacities will provideinsights on their regional and global impacts.



Dr. Roberta JohnsonDirector of Education and Outreach, UniversityCorporation for Atmospheric ResearchResearch Scientist, High Altitude Observatory, National Center for Atmospheric Researchrmjohnsn@ucar.eduRoberta has a PhD in Geophysics and Space Physics from UCLA and has publishedover 30 papers in the area of upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere research aswell as on educational programs.  She is the PI on the award-winning Windows to theUniverse website (sponsored in part by NASA and the NSF), which brings scientificbackground content and new research results to the public, students and educators inEnglish and Spanish. She has extensive experience advising NASA, NSF, andprofessional societies and serves on numerous advisory boards for projects ineducation, outreach, and diversity.  Dr. Johnson was responsible for development ofthe Education and Outreach component of the NASA OSS Sun-Earth ConnectionRoadmap in 2001-2002.  She was formerly the Chair of the American GeophysicalUnion (AGU) Committee on Education and Human Resources (CEHR), focused ondevelopment of resources, programs, and services for students at all levels, educators,the public, as well as young scientists involved in establishing their career in thegeosciences.  As CEHR Chair, she initiated a Subcommittee to CEHR on Diversity,and served as a member of the subcommittee, tasked with developing andimplementing a plan to increase the diversity of the geosciences.  Prior to her serviceon CEHR, she was Chair of the Space Physics and Aeronomy Education Committeeof the AGU.  She was a member of the American Meteorological Societies EducationAdvisory Committee.  She chaired the Earth Science Education Roadmapping activityand was a member of and education representative on the NASA Earth ScienceEnterprise ESSAAC committee. She is currently the executive director of theNational Earth Science Teachers Association.  As Director of the UCAR Educationand Outreach Program, she oversees services and resources for the students,educators, and the public, including professional development programs foreducators, web resources for students, educators, and the general public, eventprogramming, exhibit development, and opportunities to increase the diversity of thegeosciences. 





Bringing MILAGRO Science to the Public, Students, and Educatorsthrough the Windows to the Universe Website – A CollaborationBetween Scientists and EducatorsR. M. Johnson, M. LaGrave, L. Gardiner, R. Russell, J. Bergman, D. Ward, S. Foster,J. Genyuk, N. Gordon - UCAR Office of Education and Outreach, PO Box 3000,Boulder, Colorado 80307 – 3000;  E. A. Araujo-Pradere -  CIRES-University ofColorado, NOAA-Space Weather Prediction Center, Boulder, CO;D. Salcedo -Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos; J. Weinstein-Lloyd – SUNY; and B.Cardenas Gonzalez - Instituto Nacional de EcologíaEmail: rmjohnsn@ucar.eduWindows to the Universe (http://www.windows.ucar.edu) is a popular andcomprehensive Earth and space science education web site that uses aninterdisciplinary approach to engage our global audience. The entire Windows to theUniverse site (over 7,000 pages) is being translated into Spanish, with support fromthe US National Science Foundation. Large portions of the site have already been"published" to the web and have been in use since October 2003. Web site statisticsindicate that use of the Spanish portion of the site has quickly ramped up to ~25% oftotal site traffic or ~450,000 visitors per month.  The largest fraction of non-US usersof the Spanish website come from Mexico, with growing use from countries fromCentral and South America and Spain.  Over the past 12 months, over 4.2 millionusers from around the world accessed our Spanish language Earth and Space Scienceeducational resources on the website, including over 960,000 from Mexico.The website includes over 100 classroom activities, inter-actives, anddemonstrations for teachers to use to bring the geosciences to life for their students.Many of these activities have been translated into Spanish, and are available at no costto educators around the world.  The presentation will include demonstrations of ouractivities, and participants will be provided resources to take back to their classrooms.A dedicated education and outreach project was developed to support andcomplement the MILAGRO campaign (March 1 – 30, 2006), which took place inMexicoCity and adjoining communities. MILAGRO was an intensive observational missiontostudy the emissions, and the chemical and physical transformations of gaseous andaerosol pollutants within and in the outflow of the world’s second largestmetropolitanarea, Mexico City. This Megacity Initiative: Local and Global Research Observations(MILAGRO) Campaign involved coordinated aircraft and ground-basedmeasurements supported by extensive modeling and satellite observations.The project brought the compelling and socially relevant science ofMILAGRO toboth Spanish and English speaking audiences around the world through the website,allowing diverse students, educators, and the public to become better informed aboutcritical atmospheric research issues, the process of scientific discovery, and relatedcareer opportunities. Reports from the field, from participating scientists, graduatestudents, and educators from Mexico and the United States, brought the science ofthe campaign to life for a global audience of learners, including those living in othermegacity environments around the world.





Dick van der WaterenEGU Press OfficerLandforms - Science & Media1094 ET Amsterdam The Netherlandswateren@landforms.orgDr. F.M. (Dick) van der Wateren is specialist in science communication, earthscientist and teacher.In 2002, I started my own company Landforms Science & Media, which developsstrategies to communicate scientific topics. We focus on:- designing educational projects — targeted at schools and other organisations;- communicating with the press and other media — targeted at scientificorganisations;- producing documentaries — targeted at a wide audience.Before starting my company Landforms Science & Media I have spent 25 yearsdoing geological studies in the Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Spitsbergen,Antarctica, Namibia and Botswana. My scientific interests are geology andgeomorphology of deserts and glacial landscapes (e.g. push moraines, till plateaus),climate change, tectonics and microstructures in deformed sediments.From 1977 to 1984, I worked as a geography teacher, while I am currently workingas a physics teacher in Haarlem and will be involved in developing a new sciencecurriculum for Dutch schools.Over 25 years I have published more than 60 papers in scientific and popularjournals and textbooks.





The Copernicus Journal for Young ScientistsDick van der Wateren     EGU Press Officer        Landforms - Science & MediaAn online scientific journal for all young people in Europe. Copernicus - Journalfor Young Scientists is a forum where professional scientists present the results oftheir research in an exciting format to young people and challenge them to doserious research themselves.A typical Copernicus article consists of a report about some interesting researchtopic, a short biography of the scientist concerned, and — most importantly — anexperiment, urging the readers to discover things for themselves. Sometimes thispackage also includes a short film produced by young people who are coached byprofessional film makers. Next, the young scientists (our readers) can publish theirfindings in Copernicus, following our pre-set format.The journal provides inspiration for projects and lessons in secondary schools,museums and science centres, or simply at home. It is an ideal vehicle forintegrating several disciplines that are normally taught separately at school.Copernicus encourages youngsters to critically examine scientific results and theway school textbooks present these.Copernicus dares clever, demanding young people to reach just that bit higher thanusual. It also offers plenty of fascinating items to young people who are not so veryinterested in science yet, so that they too may take the plunge.At the GIFT Workshop 2007, I will present the latest developments with thejournal. I hope to set up a European network of teachers/supporters who areinterested in working with Copernicus - Journal for Young Scientists.http://journal.copernicus.org/en/





Nicole HERMAN18, rue de Taissy51100 ReimsFrancePhone number : 00 33 (0)3 26 85 43 17Mobile number : 00 33 (0)6 08 53 57 85E-mail : nicole.herman@wanadoo.frI’ve been a teacher for nearly 40 years : first a primary school teacher, then aMathematics or Technology teacher in a junior secondary school and after that aPhysics and Chemistry teacher in an upper secondary school. Now, I’m teachingApplied Physics to post-baccalaureat students (vocational courses in Electricity).Apart from my teaching job, I’ve been a member of different research teamsimplemented by the ministry of Education since 1987 (pedagogical uses of satellitesimages, computer assisted experiments in Science, location by satellite…) and amember of teachers training teams (electronics, ICT and satellite data uses).Since 1987, I’ve been organising workshops for interested students in my school onall the subjects linked with satellite data : local satellite images, oceanographicmeasurements using drifting buoys... and now a workshop on atmospheric studies.My students (from 15 to 22 years old) organise exhibitions, build slidespresentations for national and international competitions and generally present theirwork every time they do have an opportunity.





Presentation of some of the projects implemented in a workshop « Spaceand Environment » with 15 to 22 years old students in an uppersecondary school in Reims.Nicole HermanLycée Rooselvelt, Reims, FranceExamples of subjects
• Building a model of the Aral Sea and studying how altimetric satellites aremonitoring lakes and oceans levels.
• Using energy sensors to explain how the sea surface temperature is measured fromspace
• Studying the water quality in our arable farming region and show how the GPSsystem can be used to prevent having too much nitrogen in rivers and groundwatersExamples of activities
• Organising experiments, realising posters for exhibitions, creating computer slidepresentations…
• Learning how to present facts and information to school youngsters, to general public,to specialists…
• Working in teams and participating in national and international scientific contests…





Jean-Raphaël DEUTSCHCollège Lycée SévignéParis, Francegilli-deutsch@wanadoo.fr
My name is Jean-Raphaël DEUTSCH . After graduating from University in History, I workedin the centre of Paris, in a college and high school called “le Collège Sévigné” as a teacher inHistory, Geography and Citizenship to students 11-to-18 years old, but before beginning toteach, and in the middle of my career, I had the opportunity to work in a private companyabout urban planning and urban studies. Moreover, I trained primary school teachers aboutHistory and Geography, and since 2001, I train future teachers responsible of courses  ofHistory and geography in English (which is called “section européenne” in France and“bilingual classes” in other European countries ).I have always been interested in environmental problems, especially those related to big cities.I have participated to some conferences about these topics and the way to teach them.Since 2000, my 15-16 years old students have been participating to a European competitionorganised by the” Foundation for Environmental Education”: They wrote articles in Englishabout various topics dealing with the Parisian environment (pollution, energy, waste, climatechange, etc.. ) for the website http://www.youngreporters.org/I think that teachers must show the links between science, geography and citizenship toeducate young people about their environment, so that later, this subject should be animportant element of their choice as citizens





From 1910 to 2010 : a new Flood in Paris?Jean-Raphaël DeutschCollège-Lycée Sévigné28, rue Pierre Nicolle75005 ParisIn 1910, an important flood surprised the inhabitants of Paris. For weeks, they had towalk in the water, particularly in the central districts, near the river Seine There wasno more electricity , the subway could not be used anymore and  Life in the citybecame very different! Great flood happen in Paris and its area every 100 years; after the 1910 flood a lot ofworks were done to prevent a new disaster. But are we sure that everything has beendone and that everything will work?Young reporters, students in the Collège Sévigné, Paris, have been gatheringinformation about different aspects of this problem:- How do the local authorities of the city prepare such an event?- How are the inhabitants informed about the risk of flood?- What could be the consequences for the inhabitants (transports, jobs, disease, water- pollution etc)?- How could the inhabitants be evacuated from the City?- What could be the consequences for the electric and electronic systems in the City?- What could be the consequences for the museums and the monuments?In big cities, as everywhere else, prevention, information are important elements tosave lives





Eduardo F.J. de MulderExecutive Director of theInternational Year of PlanetEarthIYPE Secretariat, NGU,Trondheim, Norwayiype.secretariat@ngu.nowww.yearofplanetearth.orgEduardo de Mulder was born in Amersfoort, the Netherlands, in April 1947. Heis a geologist, specialized in urban and environmental geosciences. He is anemeritus Professor in Subsurface Management at the Technical University ofDelft. Most of his professional career he spent in the Geological Survey of theNetherlands. Since the mid 1980s he became more involved in internationalorganisations and has been actively involved in the creation of an internationalWorking Group on Urban Geology, in the early 1990s. From 2000 – 2004 hewas the President of the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS), thelargest scientific union dealing with the Earth. In that capacity he launched theplan for an International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE) covering the period fromearly 2007 to the end of 2009. This initiative was adopted by the United Nationswho proclaimed the International Year for 2008. Since 2004, he has beenworking towards the realization of this major event, nicknamed ‘The GreatestGeo-Show on Earth’. Since November 2006, Eduardo de Mulder is theExecutive Director of the IYPE. EGU is one of the International Partners of theIYPE.He is the author and co-author of some 115 scientific papers and books dealingwith the various facets of his professional career: palaeontology, stratigraphy,engineering geology, environmental geology, urban geology, geoscienceinformation systems, subsurface management, and geoscience & society.





Towards underground cities?Eduardo F.J. de MulderExecutive Director of the International Year of Planet EarthIYPE Secretariat, NGU, Trondheim, NorwayThe subsurface is and has always been essential to human survival and development.Such development peaked in Roman Times, during the Industrial Revolution and inthe second part of the 20th century. Apart from transport (tunnels) and extraction(mines), the subsurface hosts a wide variety of human activities. These includestorage of strategic materials, disposal of wastes or greenhouse gasses, provision offood and water, sustaining ecosystems and nature, habitat for life, production ofenergy, shelter, archive of past records of climatic change and biological evolution,medium to attenuate contamination, supporting constructions, et cetera. Increasingpopulation and industrial pressure on ever more limited space at surface inevitablydrives us toward more intensive use of the subsurface. Sustainable use andmanagement of the subsurface requires forward thinking and planning, includingmultiple use of the underground. This paper discusses issues and trends leading tomore intensive use of the subsurface with a special focus on urbanized areas. Finally,some views on the futures of cities will be presented including underground options.





Brittany NeptunNew Trier High School7 Happ RoadNorthfield, Illinois, 60093 USA(847) 784-7637neptunb@newtrier.k12.il.usBrittany Neptun is an Environmental Geoscience teacher on the Northfield campus ofNew Trier High School, located in a suburb of Chicago.  Brittany is currently in herseventh year of teaching, and has taught students age 14 through 17 years.  Prior toteaching, she worked for three years at a consulting firm to the energy industry.Brittany strives daily to inspire students “to commit minds to inquiry, hearts tocompassion, and lives to the service of humanity”® as put forth in New Trier’smission statement.  She helps students investigate and understand their role as globalcitizens through teaching them about the various interactions on our dynamic planet.Although the content of her course is fascinating, her primary focus is to cultivate apassion for learning and bring creativity to the classroom.Outside of the classroom, Brittany is a coach of the campus’ competitive ScienceOlympiad team.  Her role as coach is to prepare students for various Geoscienceevents as well as mentor these highly motivated students and nurture competent,skilled, scientific thinkers.In her free time Brittany enjoys traveling and spending time with her husband and twopreschool aged daughters.Education and Professional AssociationsB.S., Recreation Resource Management, College of Natural Resources,University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota, USAM.A.T., Secondary Education, National Louis University, Wheeling, Illinois, USAMember of the National Earth Science Teachers AssociationMember of the National Association of Geoscience Teachers





The Eco-Village Challenge:A student investigation and application of environmental land useplanningBrittany NeptunNew Trier High SchoolNorthfield, Illinois, USAThis presentation focuses on describing an activity that helps students develop andunderstand methods used to mitigate the various environmental impacts humans haveon our world.  The activity, “The Eco-Village Challenge”, requires students to usetheir understanding of the earth’s spheres and current global environmental issues toresearch, design, and construct a model environmentally-minded village.  Studentswork in small land use planning teams to research and decide what type(s) of energy,transportation, waste disposal, and commercial and residential building designs willbe used in their village so that there is a minimal impact on the earth.  After theresearch component is completed, students design and construct a labeled, three-dimensional model of their “Eco-Village”.  Students finally draft a village charter todocument why their village is being created and how it will encourage citizens tomake environmentally friendly decisions.  Through the development of anenvironmentally-minded model community and village charter, this project showsstudents that they can make sound environmental decisions and potentially influencelocal government on issues pertaining to the social, financial, and environmentalbetterment of real-world communities.





After studying Zoology at Leeds University, I completed my PhD in Physiology atLondon University, UK and Memorial University, St. Johns, Newfoundland, Canada.I then returned to the UK to work for the Open University in Milton Keynes,Buckinghamshire and in Cambridge as a Post-doctoral Fellow.  As well as myresearch into tapeworms, I was involved with the university’s summer schools andthis gave me the passion for teaching that I still have.I took a specialist Science teacher-training course at London University and have beenteaching Science at secondary schools ever since.  I have worked at both state andindependent schools, working for the longest time at The Royal High School in Bath,where I was Head of Biology.  I am currently teaching at Tettenhall College, anindependent school for ages 3 to 19, though I only teach students in the senior school,aged 11 years and up.My Science teaching has always involved a certain amount of Chemistry and henceEarth Sciences, as in the UK these are mostly taught as part of Chemistry courses.  Ihave always had an interest in Geology and our garage is full of stones, rocks,minerals and fossils that I have collected and really mean to sort one day!My teaching interests include developing strategies to help underachievers and de-motivated students become involved and interested in learning, as well as trying outways to extend the most gifted and able in Science.  The use of ICT in teaching andlearning and how teachers keep up to date are also amongst my current key interests.In 2005, I was fortunate to be awarded ‘Teacher of the Year’ from the Institute ofBiology, presented by Tony Blair.  I have also had a Teacher Award from The DailyTelegraph, a national newspaper, for encouraging students to write scientific articles.

Sue HowarthBSc;  PhD; Grad. Cert. Sci.Ed; M. I. Biol; C. Biol.Tettenhall CollegeTettenhallWolverhamptonWV6 8QXUKhowarthsg@yahoo.co.uk



After studying Zoology at Leeds University, I completed a PhD in EcologicalEnergetics at Glasgow University.  I then worked in Libya, teaching Biology, beforereturning to the UK to take a teacher training course at Bristol University and havebeen teaching at secondary schools ever since.I am currently Head of Biology at Bromsgrove School, an independent (fee-paying)school for ages 13-19 years.  I am always interested in new ways of teaching studentsand in finding new methods that encourage students to learn more effectively.  Myjoint  presentation on using sweets and biscuits to teach some ideas in geology is anexample of creating interest amongst students…..and of course, we always have someleft over for participants to take away!Recently, I have attended workshops in the Sanger Centre in Cambridge and at theEMBO (European Molecular Biology Organisation) in Heidelberg where I enjoyedmeeting other teachers and was able to bring back many ideas to update the teachingwithin my department.  I also enjoy using ICT to enhance teaching and our bird nestbox with camera inside has proved of great interest to students, staff and parents.Geology is an interest that links into my Biology teaching in many ways.  The newSalters-Nuffield Advanced Biology  A level for 16-19 year olds that my departmenthas  just started teaching has a topic on climate change and the Science GCSE(General Certificate for Secondary Education for 14-16 year olds) has several topicslinked to Earth Sciences including using fossils as evidence for evolution.I am lucky to live near the Wren’s Nest, Dudley which is a National Nature Reserveand of international importance both for the quality and quantity of its fossils and alsofor its value as an educational resource.

Alan WoollheadBSc (Hons): PhD; PGCEBromsgrove SchoolBromsgroveWorcestershireUKawoollhead@bromsgrove-school.co.uk



Sweet ScienceDr Sue HowarthTettenhall College, UKDr Alan WoollheadBromsgrove School, UKSome practical ideas for teaching geology / earth science to 11-14 year oldstudents using sweets and biscuits
• Most, if not all of these ideas, were probably someone else’s, but they havebeen used for many years and adapted and the original sources forgotten, sowe apologise if acknowledgements should have been made.
• All of the activities described have been tried and tested during Sciencelessons.  Where eating the products has been a part of the outcome, then thelesson has been moved to a Food Technology room or outside, so that the           ‘no eating in laboratories’ rule was not broken.
• Each activity has had a full risk assessment carried out and details will beavailable on the handouts at the conference.
• Sources and suppliers information will be available on the handouts1. Crunchie bars: demonstration of how the rate of cooling affectscrystal size in igneous rocksTime: 15-20 minutesIgneous rocks that form from magma thatcools rapidly have smaller crystals than rocksthat cool slowly.For example, lava that flows into the sea coolsvery quickly. The crystals in lava rock are sosmall that they are not obvious.  Other  rockssuch as gabbro, an intrusive igneous rock,cool very slowly, maybe over thousands ofyears, allowing large crystals to form.The effect of cooling rate can be seen simply by observing closely any sweets thathave a honeycomb structure such as a Crunchie bar.  Cutting asection and using a hand lens, allows students to see that bubblesformed near the edge (which cools first and therefore fastest) aresmaller than bubbles near the centre (cools last and thereforeslowest)



Students can draw a section and label the bubbles.Extension work could include the good and bad points about this model.As an alternative, a similar exercise can be carried out on a slice of bread (homemade works best)2. Mints and coca cola / pepsi: model volcanoTime: 5 minutes if set up already, longer if variations explored or students writeup an explanation or the video clip is shownThis is a variation on the much used vinegar and bicarbonate of soda (sodiumhydrogen carbonate) demonstration.  Not only does it smell better, but it producesa more dramatic effect.  Mentos mints and diet coke seem to work best.The whole set up is best done within a largetray and it is wise to have a mop handy!  Redfood dye can be added to make the ‘moltenlava’ more realistic.A conical flask with a bung through which a glass tube isinserted works well.   Mud can be built up around the flask tosimulate a mountain and to add to the effect, small plastic houses e.g. from aMonopoly board game can be embedded into the ‘mountain’.We hope to show a short video of how this demonstration can be extended withdramatic effects.3. Garibaldi biscuits and chocolate chip biscuits: mining an oreTime: 60 minutes (but can be shortened)Mining and extraction of mineral ores can be simulated in this fun but educationalpractical.  Students weigh a biscuit and then have to dig out the currants (Garibaldibiscuits) or chocolate chips (choc chip biscuits).  They then weigh the totalcurrants or choc chips (the wanted material) and work out the percentage theyhave managed to extract (good maths practice!)  If all the class works on the samekind of biscuit, the mean percentages can be found and (assuming no one ate anyduring the mining operation) compared to the given percentage on the packet.



Extension work could include carrying out repeats; comparing different brands;using different ‘tools’; putting results onto an Excel spreadsheet and calculatingstandard deviations4. Toffee: making a fossilTime: about 30 minutes plus ‘setting’ time (at least 20 minutes)This activity allows students to make their own amber ‘fossils’.   It is fairly simple,but students enjoy doing it and it sparks their curiosity so that they are keen to learnmore.  Many will have seen the film ‘Jurassic Park’ and can be reminded that thedinosaurs in the story were cloned using DNA from insects fossilised in amber.Very hot mixtures are involved so this may not be suitable for all students to carryout.  A toffee mixture is made using karo syrup, sugar and water and heated until‘cracking point’.   Small plastic bugs (Christmas crackers are a useful source or jokeshops) are placed in muffin tins and the hot liquid toffee poured over. After setting,the ‘fossils’ can be tipped out and the specimen preserved inside amber observed.Real insects / bugs can be used instead of plastic ones (the drier the better – dead beesand wasps work well, grasshoppers less well)                                                                  Termites in amberThese amber ‘fossils’ are edible apart from the plastic bugs,but if they are made in a science laboratory, it is notrecommended that students eat them or any real insects used.The ‘fossils’ can be enclosed in a plastic bag and stapled to awall to make an interesting display.http://www.engineering.usu.edu/jrestate/workshops/amber/amber.php




